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Summary 
We have submitted a short article to The Physical Review [1] 
containing the main results of our present paper, i. e., that it is 
possible to account qualitatively for the large log ft — 8.1 value and 
approximately allowed shape of the Ho100 —>- Er10li ground state 
(0 0 + ) transition [2], by a tensor pseudoscalar mixture. The 
amount of the pseudoscalar admixture can not be determined with-
out new experimental data or calculation of the matrix elements 
involved. 
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Two possibilities have been investigated. The case of destructive 
interference [3] of pseudoscalar and tensor coupling in which case 
the pseudoscalar plays a dominant role and the case of a singular 
-k 
tensor matrix element {/? <r • r ) . In the first case all the corrections 
like those of finite size of the nucleus [4] and finite wave length 
are important and have been calculated. The dominant correction 
in the second case is the variation of the lepton fields over the 
nuclear region [5], 
After a short introduction on the present status of the - decay 
theory [6] we present the calculation of the above mentioned 
corrections. First we write the fi - interactions in tensor form [7], 
because that is the most convenient and simplest way of calculating 
the finite wave length effects and the missing cross term between 
the two part of the pseudoscalar interaction. Beside the tensor and 
pseudoscalar interaction we have written the other interactions in 
the tensor form for the sake of completeness and references. The 
extraction of the major part of the pseudoscalar interaction and non 
relativistic form of the relativistic matrix elements [8] has been done 
with the aid of the Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation. The final 
result for the Ho166 - > Er1®6 correction factor is presented in the last 
section. 
For the calculation of the effects of the finite size of the nucleus 
we used the method of Rose [4], assuming a charge density distri-
bution slightly different from a constant. The variation of the 
electron wave function inside the nucleus, which is essential in the 
second case, was calculated, for the same nuclear charge distribu-
tion, by expanding the lepton wave function in powers of r/ro-
Destructive interference even corrected for all the mentioned cor-
rections failed to reproduce the experimental spectrum. So we 
examined in some details the second case and were able to obtain 
agreement with the spectrum. The numerical results are given in 
the figures. 
I. Introduction 
The theory of fi-decay was formulated originally by E. F e r m i 
[9] in close analogy with the field theory of electromagnetic 
radiation [10], The direct lepton (electron, neutrino*) nucleon (pro-
ton, neutron) interaction was assumed to be of the form of a scalar 
product of a four vector made of lepton emission operators and the 
nucleon exchange current, multiplied by a constant which measures 
the strengths of the lepton nucleon coupling. 
* Prof. P a u 1 i announced at the Geneva Conference in June, 1956, 
that the existence of the neutrino was definitely established by direct 
experiments by C o w a n and R e i n e s . 
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The theory was successful in explaining some general features 
of this phenomenon, like spectrum shape and half life (in general). 
These are essentially given by the apriori probability for the case 
if some amount of energy is shared among 3 particles (statistical 
factor) and the magnitude of nuclear -matrix elements or nuclear 
moments. The last measures the overlap of the initial and final 
state wave functions. The original four vector formulation and the 
close analogy with electromagnetic radiation turned out to be too 
narrow to explain all the variety of the /^-radioactivity [11]. 
Scalar, tensor, pseudovector and pseudoscalar couplings have been 
introduced beside the original four vector. In this way beside the 
interaction, which has classical analogy in the theory of electro-
magnetic radiation, new couplings have been introduced. The five 
covariants just mentioned are all the possible covariants which can 
be formed from lepton operators without including the derivatives, 
and the »type« of spinor field [12], So one can say that the theory 
of /J - decay is in this respect complete. 
The problem is now to find the coupling constants of the right 
linear combinations of the mentioned couplings (by analysing the 
/J-spectra, half lives, / ? + /K ratios and electron-neutrino angular 
correlations) [6]. 
The great advance in the field of experimental technique was 
actually made in 1949 with the aid of high flux neutron reactors 
and electromagnetic separation methods, sources of high specific 
activity, have been prepared and precise measurements have been 
made on some isotopes of long half life. In this way the earlier 
measurements have been completed and so we have now available 
valuable data on half-lives, spectra, fi+/K ratios and angular cor-
relations of He6, Ne19, Na22, P32, S35, CI36, Y91, Tc " , Cs137, Pm147, 
Tm170, Tl204, and many others. 
The scalar and vector, tensor and axial vector coupling do 
interfere even in the allowed transitions. The interference terms 
are called the F i e r z terms [13], They cause deviations of the 
spectra, etc. from the statistical shape which is called the allowed 
shape. 
It seams that the best available values of coupling constants 
0.75 compatible with all the experimental data are [13] \g\lgzf = 
and i gi j and j g2| are 1—3°/o and 15°/o of the gz. With | gi \ = \ gs \ 
one would get fif/j = 1'7 X 10~49 erg cm3. With gi, gi, gs, 9i and gs 
we have denoted the relative scalar, vector, tensor, pseudovector 
and pseudoscalar coupling constant, gp measures the coupling 
strengths of the lepton field to the nucleons. 
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For the determination of the relative sign between the scalar 
and tensor coupling constants it is necessary to investigate such 
transitions where the two couplings interfere. Tc " , Cs137, Rb87, CI36, 
RaE seem to be beta emiters of this type. Different investigators 
[14] report different relative signs so that the problem of sign, is not 
properly settled as yet. Anyhow all these conclusions about the 
signs are based on the calculation of nuclear matrix elements 
involved] and therefore are not very reliable. 
About the pseudoscalar coupling there is only some indirect 
evidence from the analysis of the ft - values of the presumably 
A I = 0 yes transitions. The ft - value of these transitions (Hg205, 
Tl207 and Pb209) and (Tl206, Pb21® and Pb212) (0 > 0 + ) seem to be 
somewhat smaller (log ft fa 5'5) than expected what is interpreted 
as a substantial contribution of the pseudoscalar coupling to this 
transitions [15], Very little is known about the shapes of these 
transitions. Beside these examples there are recent measurements 
of the Canadian group on the / j -spectrum and branching of the 
Ho166 —Er 1 6 8 transition [2]. They found that the ground-ground 
state transition is a (0 0 + ) transition with an approximatly 
allowed shape with the maximum energy Wo = 4'63 and a rather 
large f t - v a l u e (log ft = 8'1). 
If one excludes the axial vector coupling (which also gives an 
allowed shape) for obvious reasons [13] already discussed, we are 
left with the tensor and pseudoscalar coupling or a mixture of both 
to explain the experimental results on (0 — •-*-() + ) transitions. 
The purpose of this paper is to show how it is possible to 
understand qualitatively the large ft - value and the approximately 
allowed shape of this (0 > 0 + ) transition. Two possibilities have 
been considered: 
a) destructive interference of the pseudoscalar and the tensor 
coupling, 
b) small value of the (/? a - r) tensor matrix element. 
II. General Formulation of the Theory 
The interaction Hamiltonian density responsible for /J - decay 
may be written in the form [16]: 
3t» = gn i 9i + 31?) (1) 
i=l 
with 
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(2a) 
(2b) 
(2c) 
(2d) 
(2e) 
Wp and WN are the proton respectively neutron and xp and cp are 
the lepiton field operators. They figure as emission and absorption 
operators. Nucleon and lepton fields are taken at the same space 
time point. /?, a, a and ys are the usual Dirac matrices [17]. We can 
note that in the form of interaction (2a) — (2e) we have adopted 
a definite sequence of the operators. That is also an additional 
assumption corresponding to the decay sheme 
N + v^P + e, (3) 
where a neutron and a neutrino is absorbed and an electron and 
proton emitted. The Hermitian conjugate operator corresponding 
to the inverse process is included in (1) to make the expression for 
J^jj Hermitian. 
One usually treats in /5 - decay the nucleons in the configuration 
space [18] because the nucleon pair creation state can be neglected. 
The interaction Hamiltonian density in the configuration space 
of A nucleons is represented by 
A 
J 5 5 = 2 0 i V ( r ) 0 ' ? ( r)<5(r —r*) , (4) 
k-1 
0': is the obvious abreviation for the Dirac operator in (2a — 2e) 
including the proton-neutron exchange operator for nucleons. 
To obtain the interaction energy one has to integrate the 
expression (4) over the whole space J" 3f% dr = Hi and write the 
matrix elements between the initial'and final lepton states. We can 
denote that by 
A _ 
(Hi) = 2 O,/ <e v | xp* (xk) Ot cp (xk) \ 0>. (4a) 
!t=l 
In that way we obtain as interaction energy operator the 
expression 
H/,m gehgi[{Hi) + (Hf)] (5) 
i—1 
wich can be used in the ordinary perturbation treatement in the 
configuration space, so that the probability of the /? - emission is 
given by the known formula [17] 
N = I f Wf Hff ¥I d r i . . . d XA I2 Q (6). 
n 
J5S = ( ¥ ¥ N ) (xp* /? <P) 
= (¥*p ¥,„) {xp* <p) — (T**a ¥„) • (xp* a cp) 
J5S = (¥*p ¥N) • (xp* Pocp)+( v; pa Tn) .(xp* cp) 
M=(V*po¥N). (xp* a r> -(¥*„ y5 V'J (xp* y5 cp) 
= (¥* ¥N) (xp*Py5cp) 
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where Q is the density of the final state for a definite total energy. 
It is actually the density which normalizes the final lepton wave 
functions to the total energy. Summation runs over all not observed 
quantum numbers of the final states and includes averaging over 
all experimentally not specified initial states. XP% and Wf are the 
initial, respectively final, wave function of the nucleus. 
III. Solution of Dirac Equation for Leptons 
Since leptons obey the Dirac equation, we have to solve this 
equation both for electrons and for neutrinos. In the presence of an 
external electromagnetic field Au = (A, i <P), the Dirac equation in 
relativistic units (m = h = c = 1) is 
[ [7x i 6 A ' ' ) + 1 ] V = 0 > JV + 7" }V = 2 (7) 
With 
yk — — i ft ah, 74 =•— /S, p = — i V, H = i — 
we get the Dirac equation in an external spherically symmetric 
electrostatic field (A = 0, <P = <P (r)) as 
Hyj = i ^ - , H = — — 0 + V(r ) , V(r) = e«P(r). (8) 
3 t 
The matrices ~o, ft will be used in the Dirac representation [17] 
throughout the paper: 
, - t 1 ° V (8.) 
5 0 / \0 —1 
Since the Hamiltonian (8) is spherically symmetric, it will 
commute with the operator of the total angular momentum J 
J = L + S = ( L + 1 / 2 " 0 ) , S = V ^ 0 ) , [ H , J ] = 0 . (9) 
\ 0 L + 1 ti%) \0 o ) 
It also commutes with the inversion operator I 
I = /? Ip, Ip r Ip = — r, Ipu Ip = — a., 
[H, J] = 0, IppI* = — P , Ipfilp = 0. (10) 
Before we introduce spherical coordinates we shall transform the 
Hamiltonian into a more convenient form. We define first the 
quantities 
1 1 3 a • r a " r 2 1 2 - 1 m i 
p, = — r p = - , ar = , Or = , ar = 1, ar — 1. (11) 
r i 3 r r r 
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One can show now that we can write 
arlpr- 1 + i / 5 - | . (12) (t K \ 
Pr — - + i /? — 1. where K is the constant of motion given by 
K = /? (2 S • L + 1) = r ' L + 1 ° V [H, K] = 0. (13) 
\ 0 — (a • L + 1)/ 
This operator satisfies the two following relations 
K2 = J2 + 14, K (K —• p) — L2. (14) 
Since it neither depends nor operates on r, it will commute with 
pr, as well as ar. It commutes also with ar and With the help o f 
(12) the Hamiltonian (8) takes the form [17] 
H = — ar^Vr— -J-j — i a r p V(r) . (15) 
The problem is to find now the simultaneous eigenfunctions of the 
complete set of commuting operators H, J2, Jz, I, or of the set 
H, K, Jz. We will take the second set so that we have to solve the 
following eigenvalue problem 
H w = Ww (16a) 
~ WTIU ' WXU Y ' 
K = "Vwx.u l 1 6 b ) 
J^yJW,tt = !l VWx„ <16c) 
For the continuous spectrum, in which we are interested, we have 
W > 1. Writing %pWx by means of two two-component wave func-
tions Q?(1) and a>(2) 
' WXfi ' 
Wxu 
V , 
\ ' WXU/ 
one can easily find that the angular part of the solution can be 
expressed by means of the functions %xa defined by 
( t - L + l ) 7 y = — X X x p (17a) 
(Lz + 1/2 oz) iS = fz IS (17b) 
in the following form 
^ / - ^ M z M ( 1 8 ) 
\ 9wx (r) %y. / 
where the phase factor exp (iq>x) defined by (17c), was added so that 
real fWx and gwx can be chosen. The angular equations (16;b, c) are 
obviously satisfied by (18). Because of (14) one finds immediately 
that Xx1* is a function corresponding to the eigenvalues j and l„ of 
the operators (L + 2 a)2 , respectively L2 
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j = k —1/2 = lx — Vg Sx, lx = k + i/g (S, — 1), (19) 
lM — l.K=nS„x-= ± 1 , ± 2 = = ~ ,— j^fl^j. 
I * I 
The functions y y can be therefore constructed by means of the 
vector addition coefficients [19] 
= 2 (I* V2 m m' 1I* 1/2 j , « ) Y y z » ' Vf, (20) 
where Y<'n and p/,"1 are the usual spherical harmonics and spin 
functions, respectively. In general, owing to the unitarity and the 
anticommutativity with (a • L + 1) of the operator ar, we shall 
obtain as the result of the application of ar upon / £ the function 
multiplied by the phase-factor used already in (18) 
Or = - exp (i q>x) 1 _ J' (17c) 
With the special phases for (20) as in T A S [20], the phase factor 
in (17c) exp (193*)= 1. Using (15), (16a, b), (11), (18) and (17c) we 
obtain for the radial wave functions the system 
— (21a) ar r 
+ 1 — V ) f „ — 9 „ . (21b) a r r 
They are invariant against the substitution f g, x — 
W —< W, —• V. From these equations follows the nonlinear 
equation for the ratio 
\9X) 
< w - ' - v > + T{v,)-'w+1-v>{VJ- (21c> 
The index denoting the energy eigenvalue W was dropped for con-
venience. One can see from (21) that the radial wave functions jx, 
gx can be taken as real. We must solve now the radial equation 
(21) under some assumptions on the potential energy V (r). 
a) S o l u t i o n i n C o u l o m b F i e l d 
In this case the potential energy of an electron moving in the 
field of a positive point charge Ze is given by 
V = Vc = — —— , a = e ( 2 2 ) r 
The case of a positron moving in the same field can be obtained 
formally by changing the sign of a. 
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Since {jx, gx) can be chosen as real functions, we can express 
this explicitly by writing 
rf, = \jl — W (ax — a-*) = iyfW—1 (ax — ax*), W > 1, (23a) 
rgx = sjl + W (a* + a**) (23b) 
where is a complex function. The factors in front are introduced 
to simplify the equation for ax and they can be guessed from the 
assyrnptotic form of (21). Inserting (23) into (21) we obtain 
dox . I . y\ v. —- i y/W 
• = t p + J L — ox\ (24a) dr r 
dax* . ( . y \ „ x + i y/W 
- » P + ox, (24b) dr I r 
where y is the quantity peculiar to the Coulomb field 
aZW aZ 
V = = • 25) p v 
The fine-structure constant a enters the theory only through y, so 
that the case of a positron is obtained by changig only the sign of 
y —> y. By elimination, one obtains from (24) the differential 
equation for a„ 
d2 aK 1 dax . / „ , 2 py — ip yx2 \ 
+ + + = (26) 
where yx is defined by 
7„ = + ^ - ( a Z ) 2 . (27) 
The regular solution of (2;6) can be found in a straight — 
forward way in terms of a hypergeometric function 
0, = Cx e~'P' (2 pr) yx F (yx + 1 + iy, 2 yx + 1, 2 ipr) (28) 
where the complex constant Cx must be determined from the con-
dition that ox satisfies (24) (it is sufficient to apply this to the first 
term in the expansion of ax) and1 from the normalization of the 
wave function. If one normalizes the asymptotic form of the wave 
functions in such a way that it represents on the average one 
particle in a sphere of unit radius, we obtain 
r(yx + iy)\ Cx = I Cx I e'i'K ICJ = ^ 
1 1 1 2 V w r(2yx + l) 
t]x = xl2 arg 
vy 
w 
(29) 
yx + iy. 
In this way we finally arrive to the solution of the radial wave 
functions for the continuous energy spectrum W !> 1 [21], 
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W * / 2 V W T (2 + 1) ' (30) 
• (2 pr)J'«[e- ff+'»x (y* + iy) F(yx + 1+ iy, 2yx + l,2ipr) + c. c.]. 
By means of the formula for the assymptotic expansion of hyper-
geometric functions we can determine the assymptotic behaviour of 
the radial wave functions 
<5* =" >/»— f* + [fc — + X/2 + 1)] 'J . f = ar9 r (yx + iy). 
One can see from (30a) that the normalization was chosen 
properly: 
iT! fr* d Q = r2 (f,2 + g/) = 1 , (30b) 
s 
where the sum denotes summation over spin variables and the bar 
averaging over r. 
The second linearly independent solution can be obtained from 
(30) if one changes yx into — yx. Such solution will be denoted by 
jx, g»- That this is a solution follows from the form of the differen-
tial equation (26) which depends only on yy?\ that it is linearly 
independent follows from the fact that rfx, rgx are singular at the 
origin. 
For many applications one needs the values of regular and 
irregular Dirac functions for such a small radius as is the nuclear 
radius. The natural approach in this case would be to expand the 
functions appearing in (30) in a power series, which converges 
rapidly owing to the small value of the radius. However, if one 
does not insist on normalized functions, it is more practical for 
numerical calculations to solve the radial differential equations (21) 
directly by assuming power series expansions for fx and gx 
rfx = Ax (2 pr)s' 2 axn r», ax0 = 1, (31a) 
n=0 
rgx = Bx (2 pr)s« 2 bxn r", bx0 = 1. 
71 = 0 
Inserting (31) into (21) we obtain 
Ay tt+r* aZ - aZ — yx Si = s2 = yx, Q x = ~ = — = , Qx = —— = — 
B„ aZ K — yx v. + yx a Z 
(32a) 
and the recurrence formulae for the coefficients 
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aZ 
n (2 yx + n) 
f(W —1) (x + yx + n)u 1 
T K n - 1 + (W + 1) a„, „_ ! * + 7* J y« 
a-x o — 1, 
b = « Z I" (W + 1) (— x + yx + n) 
n (2 yx + n) [ * — yx 
b»0 = 1. 
(32b) 
•x,n-1 — ( W — 1 ) bH. „-l } 
(32c) 
To obtain the normalized functions represented by (31), we must 
compare them with (30). In this way one gets the following 
expressions for Ax and Bx 
ax = qx bx — sx aZ <*** 1 y x W) 1 -i I x W —-yx F{2yx + l) }j2W(x — yx) 
Bx e*yi2 1 FAy^jyl J -1 Ux — yK)(xW — yx) 
r (2 yx rf 1) y 2 W 
(33a) 
(33b) 
In evaluating (33a, b) we have chosen the solution for rj, given 
by (29), which satisfies cos (r) + cp) 0, tp being arg (yx + iy). This 
corresponds! to the choice — n <C rj < 0 for attractive Coulomb 
interaction (electrons) and 0 <Lr\<Ln for repulsive interaction 
(positrons). 
The corresponding solution fx, gx are obtained by substituting 
(— yx) for yx, so that the ratios of Dirac radial wave functions are 
given by 
n=0 US 
2 bxn r" \ gx 
n-o 
ex 
»=0 
CO — 
2bxnr" 
n=z() 
(34) 
\ fx / Qx\gx) \gx/ J 
2" bxn r" 
=o 
21 b«» r» 
n=0 
where 
Bx 
1x = — — 
Bx x + ~r (2~JX +~i7~ 
r (y, + 1 + iy) 
r (— yx + iy) 
V 
xW + yx 
. (34a) 
= 
1 a-xn r" 
b) S o l u t i o n f o r F r e e P a r t i c l e s 
This case is obtained if we put V = 0 in the radial differential 
equation (21a, b). The solution can be obtained either directly from 
(30) by putting y — 0, or by solving the equations separatly for this 
case. The result is expressed in terms of spherical Bessel functions 
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• "l J j „ * Y\ ( ~ l ) " ( 2 t + 1)11 z2" 
3 / ( Z ) = V 2 7 / 2 ( Z ) = (21+1) ! ! LJ (2n)!! (21 + 2n + 1)!! ^ 
n = 0 
in the following way 
F - - s - p V J V - > < -
-i/~w + 1 
" = p y — w k ( p r ) • 
(36a) 
(36b) 
The asymptotic behaviour is given by (30a) taken for y = 0, 
dK = 0, so that the functions (34) are also normalized to one particle 
in a sphere of unit radius. 
If the particle has zero mass we must omit 1 following W in 
(36) and put p = W, so that in this case we have 
Fx = Sx G^x = SXW j, ^ (Wr) (37a) 
G* = W j , (Wr). (37b) 
c) S o l u t i o n i n a M o d i f i e d C o u l o m b F i e l d 
Since Coulomb field is not a good approximation inside the 
nuclear charge distribution, we must solve the Dirac equation for 
a field which is approximately Coulomb field only outside the 
radius ro of the nuclear charge distribution. Inside the nucleus the 
field is given by the charge density distribution by means of the 
Poisson equation. We will assume a spherically symmetric charge 
density distribution, since the deviation from such a distribution 
should not be very important. In this case the field outside the 
nucleus will be exactly the Coulomb field 
V = Vc = — - - , r ^ r0 (38a) r 
and inside the nucleus 
A V(') = 4 neQ, r < ; r0. (38b) 
Both solutions must fulfill the continuity conditions at the boundary 
d V » d Vc y » = Vc, - — = - J - , r = r0. (38c) dr dr 
The method of solving Dirac equation in such field is to solve 
it separately for r < ro and r > ro, and to apply the continuity 
conditions on the solutions at the boundary. If the not normalized 
solution inside the nucleus is denoted by gji\ and the nor-
malized solution of the problem by fx, g'x, we have 
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, r = r0. (39) 
f * = a, /*(i) = bx f„ + cx 
g'* = a, gf„W = bz + cx gx 
If we introduce, according to R o s e [4], the following notation 
U _ 
9* P.® f*/0* ' 1 ' gx f* MM 
u x = — — , ux = - -. - /ux , Ax = fx x _ = fi.x 2JL (40) 
gx 
in which all quantities are taken at the radius ro, we can write 
1 
, cx = lx bx, (41) 
Vl + 2 l x cos (<5* — Sx) + /L2 
where dx is the phase shift given by (30a). Because of the factor 
gjgx ~ (2pr)2>'x, Xx will be small if pr « 1 , so that bx 1. For more 
precise calculation, particularly in the case of destructive inter-
ference, it is necessary to use the exact formula (41). By means 
of (41) and (42) we can write 
f
x
 = bx (1 + l
x
 jj,x ) f
x
 fx g'x ,„„ , 
g x = bx (1 + Kx u x) gx fx(i) gx(l> 
If we assume the potential energy VW (r) inside the nucleons in 
the form of a power series in r 
V « (r) = 1 V„ x" , x = - , (38d) 
n = 0 
the regular solution of the radial Dirac equation (21) can be easily 
written down by means of the R o s e method [4.] According to him 
it is possible to write the radial functions in the form 
r 
Uu (r) = r fxW = r" 2 - + ai2 (r) u2x (r) dr j ( 4 1 a ) 
o 
u-,x (r) = r gJU = r D , + ^ r* aai (r) uu (r) d r j ( 4 1 b ) 
o 
where Dx is a constant, and 
GO 
ai2 = 2 aigW xn, aig(°) = — (W — 1 — V0), a i 2 « = V„, n #= 0, 
n=U 
00 
an = <min) x", asi(0) = W + 1 — V0, «2i'"' = — V„, n 4= 0. (4i c ) 
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By successive substitutions one obtains the power series expan-
sion in r for the functions Ut* and U2„, where the coefficients are 
polynomials in x, i. e. still depending on r. 
fxW (r) = — ulx (r) = Dx rl-« Y ulx(») (x) r2", 
r s 
(42a) 
gx(i> (r) = — (r) = D„ r'n^fuzJ") (x) r2». (42b) 
r nzz 0 
The polynomials u\x[n> (x) and iW" ) (x) are given by the formulas 
UiftW (x) = (43a) 
_ _ _ a2vr?r—>' _ ai2W2s' 
Y N ^ N ^ — X 
r1P2n M 2 Pi + 2 (fc + r) — 1 lJ 2 Pi + 2s 
pi+p.+. • - +pj i 
2 pi + 2 (fc + r)  1 pj + 2 
i - l 7=1 
x 
U G F T C ) ( X ) = X - ( * + « ) - ! C X L 2 ( A + N ) A G L U , ; / N ) ( ^ J D X , = 
(43b) 
„ q21(P;r-i) " ai2 ^ 
= X M 27^1 M 2» ;r°i+P>+-+*2n.fl 
P, p2n+1 U 2 Pi + 2 (fc + r) — 1 I p ; + 2 S 
i=l ;=1 
The corresponding formulas for * < 0 follow from (43) if one 
changes uu- into u2,-jt, v>2k into ui,-h and 012^021. The normali-
zation factor a„ can be obtained from (39a). 
Although we have got the solution in a closed form, it is still 
not so simple to perform all operations indicated in (43) and to 
obtain the expression ready for numerical evalution. This is parti-
cularly pronounced for higher — order terms. Fortunately, the 
series converges rapidly if the energy is not too high, owing to the 
very small nuclear charge radius ro, SO that it is sufficient to retain 
only the first few terms. 
IV. Foldy-Wouthuysen Transformation for Nucleons 
The general formulation of the /S-decay theory is relativistic, 
and in the expression (6) for the transition probability lFi and S*i 
are relativistic wave functions of the nucleus. 
Furthermore, the nucleon operators occuring in /S-decay a and 
yo mix the large and the small components of the wave function 
Wt and f i. On the other hand it is well known that all the proposed 
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nuclear models (a particle model, shell model of M. G o e p e r t -
M a y e r and H. J e n s e n ; collective model of A. B o h r and B. 
R. M o t t e l s o n ; crystal cloudy ball model, etc. [22]) are non-
relativistic, thus we have so far only non-relativistic wave functions. 
Because the models had some success in explaining some qualitative 
features of nuclear structure (spins, parities, magnetic and quadru-
pole moments. . . etc.) one may hope that the relativistic effects are 
small corrections, and that the calculation of matrix elements can 
be performed to some extent with the nonrelativistic wave fun-
ctions. In order to be able to handle the nuclear matrix elements 
containing a and 75 we shall describe here a method for obtaining 
the non relativistic form of such operators by means of a unitary 
transformation as a series expansion in (v/c)n [23]. 
If one writes the Dirac equation of a quantum mechanical 
system in the form 
H W = i '/> (8) 
and if one performs a unitary time independent transformation 
upon the wave function 
qr = es y (44) 
the new wave equation will be 
H' !V = i V', (45) 
with the new Hamiltonian 
03 
H' = e^He-s = Y - 1 - [S, H]r„) = H + A- [S, H] + ~[S,[S,H\] + ... 
_J n 1! 2 
(46) 
Since little is known about the dynamics of the nucleons in the 
nucleus, we shall describe it in terms of a model in which we 
assume that each nucleon is moving in some relativistically cova-
riant average static field. This model leads to the following Dirac 
Hamiltonian for each nucleon. 
H = — aP — 0M — y?Vi + V2 + ia V2 + /3a \s —fia\'3 — 
— 04 V4 — iy5 V4 — 0r oVz (47) 
or 
H = — ySM + c ? + O, (47a) 
where <2 and O are the parts of the Hamiltonian containing only 
even, respectively, odd operators. An operator is called odd (even) 
if it mixes (or not) the large and the small components of the 
Dirac wave function. An alternative definition of odd and even 
operators is [/?, 0]+ — 0, respectively [/?,(?]_ = 0. According to that 
definition a and 75 are odd, while y$ and a are even operators. In 
the Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation S is chosen to satisfy 
[S, H] = — O + R (v/c), (48) 
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where the odd part of R (v/c) should be at least of the order (v/c)3. 
One can easily see that 
A 
2 M S = — r^r O (48a) 
is an obvious choice which satisfies that condition and gives the 
new Hamiltonian 
H' = — f}M + (47b) 
+ { W - T ( I ) 2 ^ ^ + 1 ( I ) 3 ^ + - } + . 
+ {- Ym^0' * ~ Y ( 3 + e (i)3 + } 
= — flM + d' + O'. 
A rough estimate of the quantities (c?/M) and (0/Mf is of the order 
(v/c)2 so that the requirement (48) is fulfilled. Therefore, the odd 
part O ' of the transformed Hamiltonian H' is only of the order of 
magnitude (v/c).3 The small components in the transformed wave 
function are of that order of magnitude too. 
We can perform now the next transformation with 
S' = O' (48b) 
2 M 
and proceed in this way until we succeed in eliminating the odd 
operators up to the desired power of (v/c). The resulting transfor-
mation can then be written in the form 
S = S + S' + S" + . . . (48c) 
With the help of [8] 
S = ^[O — B[0,€\ — — ( — O 3 ] (49) 
2 M\ 2 M 3 \2 Ml | 1 ; 
all the odd terms up to (v/c)4 are eliminated from the Hamiltonian 
and the small components, vanish identically in this approximation. 
V. Calculation of the (5-Spectra 
The /? - spectrum is given by the perturbation theory in the 
first order approximation in the coupling constant gp with the aid 
of formula (6). Because the lepton wave functions are normalized 
(30b) to one particle in a unit sphere, we have for Q (in c. g. s. units) 
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1 m5 c5 W 
f? (Eo) = — -|-6 . (50) n* n° p 
The fi - spectrum is than [7] 
2 W 
N(W) = — •— 2 2 S\lFf* Hp Ti dn... dx I2, (51) 
n p f i 
' V 
where W and p are the energy and the momentum of the electron. 
The summation is to be taken over the electron and the neutrino 
quantum numbres x, xv, fx and f.i„ and the final states of the nucleus 
consistent with the conservation of energy. The symbol S denotes 
the averaging over the initial states of the nucleus. 
It is very useful to define the /? - correction factor in the form 
4 n2 
C " = ^ 2 S I W>* HfS d t l • • • dT< '2 (52) 
y y e x,xv f i 
A , 
which is connected with the transition probability by means of 
N(W) = Wpq^FCp. (51a) 
2 j i 6 
Wpq2 is the statistical factor in the absence of Coulomb field or 
Z = 0 approximation. Statistical factor multiplied by the function 
F, the so called F e r m i function [9] 
T(y + iy) F (Z, W) = 4 (2 pro) VI —(a Z)1 
r v 7 + 1 ) 
F (0, W) = 1 (53) 
gives the allowed spectrum.* Cp is a measure of the departure 
of the spectrum from the allowed shape. 
We proceed in calculating Cp by losing the solution (18) with (30) 
for the electron and (37) for the neutrino. The solution (37) refers 
to the positive energy states of the neutrino, but accordinog to our 
sheme (3) it is the antineutrino which is emitted together with the 
electron. It is emited in the state — CK^xpwlCu [24] where C is 
the charge conjugation operator connecting the corresponding solu-
tions of the Dirac equation with the opposite sign of energy. The-
refore the lepton matrix elements for the emission of an electron 
and an antineutrino, for the different interaction (2a) — (2c), can 
be written in the following very useful form 
* That is actually the definition of the allowed shape based on 
the assumption that CB — L0 = (1 + y)/2 for the allowed transition is 
energy independent. It is true only for low maximum energy and for 
low Z. The variation of L0 for heavy elements over the energy range 
may be about 6% what is inside the experimental error of the present 
day technique. 
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(a = i T X Z ) ± (X. T X^)] 
( b ) = f* F*> " T ± 9, G„„ ( * £ T 
3 (54) 
( L 4 ) = I [f* (*-* " T ± ^ (*« ° T ) ] ' 
(L J = T X-J ± 9* GXp (XZ T xZ)-
The expression in paranthesis are the scalar products. The used 
abbreviations for the lepton matrix elements are as follows 
Lx = < e v | <p | 0 > , 
= <ev|v»|-> J<H°>> 
J = < e v | v ^ J ? | 0 > , ( 5 4 a ) 
J ^ J = <ev\xp*^ A J | 0 > , 
L5 = < e v | xp* ft 75 <P | 0 >. 
T is defined as 
T = /? 75 CKo = 02 Ko 
where C is the charge conjugation matrix given by 
C = B 74 75 = — i 72 = — a2. 
B = i y2 74 75 = i 71 y-3 = — i ai 03 = — 02 ; 
Ko is the operator of complex conjugation. T operates on the an-
gular part of the wave function and gives 
T X"" = (— ! ) l x + 1/2 ~ ' + " I*'11 O5 ) 
With the aid of (55) and some straightforward R a c a h-algebra [25] 
we get for the T yxu') 
(/.*" T X x y ) = (—) 1/2 + f + S R A (x, X) (56) 
V 4 71 AM 
(j — — — 
The abbreviation R ^ [x, x) stands for 
w (j r lx lx< I A V2)(l* lx- A oil, 0 0). (57) 
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The expression for ( i x f a T ix>"') can be obtained in the same way 
as the expression (56). Therefore we have 
Oy-ffT;^') = 2 e-f -" (—) (X"flo[T/y"') (58) 
V 
= (-)1/2 + " + 4 = y R a > (*> *'> V RJ — M'H — tuj' — / ) YF~M', 
I/4jt AJ AJ 
RAJ (x, *') being 
RAJ *') = ( — ) V 6 [(21* + l) (21*. + l ) (2 j + l) (2 f + i)]I / j 
( j y J ) 
(I, 0 lx> 0 I lx A0)\lx lx> A (59) 
where I V2V2 1 J 
Y-M' =Z(l — vA — M\lAJ — M')el-* YJM (60) 
is the vector spherical harmonics [26] ef are the spherical com-
ponent of the unit vector, and W (|) is the R a c a h coeficient 
defined by [25] 
2 (aabp\ab cy) (d db p\db e e) (aafcp \ af dd) (61) 
a.tf,y,5,e,<e 
(c y f <p ] c j e e) '= yj(2 c + 1) (2 d + 1) (2 e + 1) W (c b f d \ a e) ; 
The n i n e - j symbol is that defined by W i g n e r and E d m o n d s [19] 
J 1 1 J12 313 
321 322 ?23 
331 3s2 333 
= 2 {—f- (2 X + 1) 1711 
X 3 2 1 
Pll 721 3311 n'12 322 332) JilS j23 333) 
) l I 523} [j-n I 323 | ill 312) 
(62) 
in terms of the six - j symbols { } . Between the six - j symbols 
and the R a c a h coefficients there exists the relation [19] 
j j i 32 js) = ,_J,+h+h+h 
\hhhj V 
W 0 i 32 l2 h | 33 h). (63) 
Using these abbreviations one can write the scalar and pseudoscalar 
parts of the lepton covariants in the following form: 
( l ) = j f e (-)*+M-i J [f« GXv RA {—x, xv) ± gx FXy RA (x, - x,)] 
(j — V > —lb\ j > A — M) Y - W, (64a) 
j = i - L ^ [fx FXPRA ( — X, — * „ ) ± gx GXp RA (K, xv)] 
V 4: 
( j — f i j r — (I, \j > A — M) Y —M 71 ' (64b) 
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Since Racah coefficients are invariants, the tensor character of 
interaction is contained only in C l e b s c h - G o r d a n coefficients 
and spherical harmonics. 
Making use of the vector spherical harmonics it is possible to 
write the vector and pseudovector parts of the lepton covariants in 
a similar form: 
(J*) = (-)*+*'+ 1 V [fx G„vRAJ ( - xv) ± gx FXp RAJ (x, - x.,)] 
\L J 
ai 
( j — H > — ft-1 j > J — M') YyM (65a) 
) = i ( — J ] [U F,V Raj (— - *») ±9,g„v r a j (», *„)] 
aj 
The lepton covariants are expanded in series of ordinary and 
vector spherical harmonics. Such expansions are usually called the 
multipole expansions. Owing to the expressions (64) and (65) the 
transition probability is given as a series expansion in angular mo-
mentum of leptons, and it converges rather rapidly. The first term 
in the development (A = 0 and J = 1, no change of parity), i. e. 
the lowest approximation, are the so called allowed transitions. 
Then follow the first, second and higher forbidden transitions. 
We can further note the relations like 
OK • YF = 2(LVAM'\LAJM) OKI = Tkja 
v M' 
with abbreviation 
2 ok • Yj1 = 2 Tkja — Tja • (67) 
K=1 K=l 
If we introduce — for the labeling of the states ot the initial 
and the final nucleus — the total angular momenta J' and J " and 
its projections along the z.- axis M' and M", x and x" for the radial 
quantum numbers, we can further take advantage of Racah algebra 
in order to simplify the expression (52). It is especially useful in the 
non-relativistic treatment. Let us define the part of the matrix 
element which does not depend on the magnetic quantum numbers 
as [25] 
2 S | J Wf* OiWi dx! . . . dxA |2 ^ — - 1 — V (68) 
f i z j ~t~ 1 
M"M'M 
| < J" M" t" | Tj« f(r) \J'M'r'>\2 = 
\<J"\\Tj\\J'> \2-\<x":\nr)\x'>\*. 
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This definition of the reduced or double-bar matrix element 
<|| || > e is the one used in decay. There are several other 
definitions of the double-bar matrices. We would like to mention 
and to use occasionally the more symmetric one of W i g n e r [19] 
< J" M" I T/< I r M' > = ( - ) ( _ ^ £ ) < J" I! Tj II r > w 
(69) 
(J" J J' \ 
M" M M') se ca^ec' three - j symbol which is connected 
with the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients by the relation [19] 
( il h\ = (—y.-A-»3 1 (jj j2h—m:> | ji mi h m2) (70) 
\mi TO2 ms / y 2 j 3 + l 
J and M are the maximum amount of angular momentum and its 
projection along the z - axes which can be taken away by the elec-
tron and the neutrino. Because of the unitary character of the 
three - j transformation coefficients we can choose the phases so 
that the following relation between the angular parts of double-bar 
matrices holds 
V2 J' + 1 < J" || Tj || J' > „ = < J" || Tj || J' > w . (71) 
It is now very simple to write down the exact correction factors 
for the non-relativistic interactions (64a) and (65a). For the sake of 
simplicity we limit our consideration to the tensor correction factor. 
CTe | £ < J"\\TjA\}J'><T"\[fxGXv.RAJ(-x,Xr) 
x.K 3A 
+ 9*F*„RAJ(*, — *>)] | V > I2. (72) 
In the general case instead of a single term we have the linear 
combination of the /?- couplings. 
The first factor together with RU\J contains only the dependence 
on angular properties of the radiation and the nucleus and their 
coupling while the second factor depends on the radial wave func-
tions of the nucleus and the leptons, i. e., upon a more detailed 
knowledge of the situation inside the nucleus 
The series for (72) converges very rapidly. The order of magni-
tude of the leading term of the nonrelativistic interactions for the 
given transition is j < j2 with the lowest possible A. This term 
is obtained if the summation over x, xr, is carried out only over those 
x, xv for which the algebraic sum of the orbital momenta of the 
electron and the neutrino is equal to this lowest A. Owing to the 
very small nuclear radius, the higher order terms are completely 
negligible. With the relativistic interactions the situation is not so 
simple, but the leading term can be found in a similar way. 
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As for the lepton wave functions, the usual treatment is to 
make the series expansion (35) for the neutrino wave function and 
to stop after the first term. For most purposes in the analysis of 
the experimental data, unless the released energy is too big, this 
is a sufficient approximation. The wave function for the electron 
is taken either as for pure Coulomb field (30), or for modified 
Coulomb field (39), (42). Then, both lepton functions, each multiplied 
by r~ l are taken out of the nuclear matrix element and evaluated 
at the boundary r = r0. With the help of the definitions [16], [27]S 
L , ;_i = (2p2 F)~1 ro2-2* (g2-k + fk), 
M k _! = (2 p2 F ) - i r 0 - » (gh + f _ ft), 
N ft . ! = (2 p2 F ) - 1 k g _ k _ f k gk)_ (73) 
P fc - i = (2 p2 F ) - i ro2—21'' (g2 _ ft — f2ft), 
Qft_! = (2 p- F) - 1 ro—2k (g2k — f - A), 
Rft - i = (2 p2 F ) - i ro1—2'c (f -Hg.k + fk gk), 
it is possible to write the correction factors in terms of L, M, N, 
P, Q and R. For pure Coulomb functions these quantities have been 
tabulated and they are very useful in the analysis of the /9-spectra 
and the /t-values. If one uses modified Coulomb functions fx\ g-J 
in (73) one obtains the quantities (73) corrected for finite charge 
L'—L 
distribution: of the nucleus. The corrections A L = — — etc., can 
L 
be easily calculated by means of (39 a) [4] 
; ALk_i \ _ + 2 / / _ „ ) ± }k2 (/u2 + 2uk) 
' A PA i ) 9-ft2 ± h* 
/ A Mft _i \ _ gk2 (ju'k2 + 2 ii k ± f k2 (u - k 2 + 2^-ft) 
\ J Qft-I / gk2 ± f-k2 
/ A Nk - I \ j-kg-k (iu-k /u'-k + f/,-k + ju' - ft) + fft gft (yMft fi'k + fik + /t'fr) 
\ A Rk-i J f k g - k + fk gk 
where /ux, are defined as in (40) and all functions are pure 
Coulomb functions taken at r = ro. 
(a) N o n - r e l a t i v i s t i c F o r m o f t h e R e l a t i v i s t i c 
^ - i n t e r a c t i o n 
The pseudoscalar operator /?;'5 mixes the small and the large 
component of the nuclear wave function and therefore has not a 
classical analogy. One would think therefore, that the series ex-
pansions like (72) (according to multipoles), which is a non relati-
vistic expansion, would not be very appropriate. So one might try 
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to find a suitable method of extracting the major parts from the 
relativistic series of (52). Such a method is provided by the F o 1 d y^ 
W o u t h u y s e n transformation [23]. 
Beside the pseudoscalar operator there are also some other 
operators which mix large and small components. These are the 
relativistic parts of the vector, tensor and pseudovector interaction. 
Using the transformation (49) we can try to obtain the correspon-
ding non-relativistic form of these Interactions. In order to save 
space we can immediately write down the matrix elements, or the 
nuclear moments, occuring in $ - decay theory in the non relati-
vistic form. If we write any of these interactions as K-, = a -Ls, 
fia • L3, y5 L4, /? vn Ls, the nuclear moment becomes 
</ | Ki | i> = <f | e - s H{ es | i'> = <f | Ki | i'> + <f | [S, K{\ | i'> + 
+ y <f | [S,[S,Ki)]\i'} + ..., (75) 
a') stands for the transformed states. The first term vanishes 
identically. After evaluating the necessary commutators and using 
[V, L] = 0, we get the desired expressions for all these interactions 
as follows: 
(f | a • L2|i> = - i - < f |L2 . (— p + t V2 + ia X V3 — a • V4) | »'> 
— | [ ( i a X p + p),L2]|i'> (76) 
< / ] / ? a - W | i > = - ( * a X P + a X V 2 — V 3 — a • V5) | i'> — 
- <f i K i o X P + P ) , U ] \ 0 , (77) 
<f | r5 L4 | i> = — A <f | Li (a • P — » a • V2 + i V4) | i'> — 
- ~ <f I la • P. U] | i'> (78) 
<S\fif, Lr, I 0 = <f I U{a • VS + VS | i'> - ^ <f | [a • P, L5] | i ' ) ' 
+ ^ <f I L5 ( V I a • P — V 2 o • P — 2 O • p V 2 — V3 . P + 
+ V 4 - P + 2 P . V 4 — i V 3 - o X P + 5 i V 4 . a X P + 2 i a X P - V4 | i'> + 
+ V I [(2 Vt a • P — 2 V8 • P + 2 i a X P ) , L5] | i'>. (79) 
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The terms in the nonrelativistic form of the matrix elements are 
divided into those which do not contain the derivatives of the lepton 
field and those with derivatives. The terms containing derivatives 
seem to be small and iin the case of the vector, tensor and pseudo-
vector coupling can be neglected. In the first bracket the first term 
which is independent of the potentials will usually dominate, and 
the other terms measuring the influence of nucleon couplings will 
make small corrections. As far as thils condition is fulfilled we can 
calculate matrix elements in the usual way but we have to bear 
in mind that there could be some possible additional terms too [8]. 
Thus the pseudoscalar coupling plays a special role, because it has 
only matrix elements containing derivatives of lepton wave funct-
ions, nuclear potentials and their derivatives, and it contributes to 
the /? - decay probability only through these terms [27]. It is con-
venient to divide its matrix element into two parts with, respect-
ively without derivatives of the lepton wave functions. Neglecting 
the last term in (79) we can write the pseudoscalar matrix element 
in the form 
< / | / ? r 5 L 5 | i > = - - 1 - <f | [a • P , L5] |i') + i < f |t • r L 5F (r, P) | i'>. (80) 
b) C a l c u l a t i o n o f - s p e c t r a f o r C o u p l i n g 
w i t h D e r i v a t i v e s 
Until now we have developed methods for calculating correct-
ion factors for the interaction which does not contain derivatives, 
and now we shall show how the procedure can be extended [7]. 
We hawe only to apply the operators occuring in (76)—(79) to the 
expressions (64) and (65). For this purpose we shall use the for-
mula [29], 
idr r 
(LM I/i\LlL+lM + ju) Tl+i ( • — ) — (81) 
[ L + l IV2 
[ 2 L + 3J 
- [ 2 1 M " 1 < l m 1 " » + " > + • « • 
As an example we show the calculation for pseudoscalar coupling. 
Using (81) and (64) we can write the first term in (80) in the form 
T • V L5 = 2 (—)* 01 v Vj U = (—)-'/! + " + "" — -
V 4 
(82) 
il 
0—f^iv — ,Uv I j jv A — M) [jH F,p R A (—X, —Xy) — g„ Gy_v RA (x, x,.)]. 
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The abbreviations used are as follows 
dr r 
A (83) 
D _ = — — 
dr r ' 
TAA±I = 2(A ± iv — Ml — v\A± 1 1 A — MlYj+t'oT* (84) 
V 
The general expression for the correction factor of the deri-
vative part of the pseudoscalar interaction is 
CP$ = p^FAM' S < J " S [ V ^ - F T T a a + 1 ~ 
»,*, A 
- TAA-1 D + ] || J ' >a < * ' | [ f» R A { - * , ~ *») -
— 9*G*WRa (*,*>)] l T ' > ; 2 ( 85 ) The operators D + , respectively D_, operate only upon the 
lepton functions. Using formula (21a), (21b) and (73) we can express 
the correction factor again in terms of L, M, etc. as in the case of 
the usual treatment. 
In the same way we can write the other derivative interactions 
in the tensor form and calculate the correction factors, but since 
we do not need them we shall omit them. 
c) C a l c u l a t i o n o f t h e T e n s o r - P s e u d o s c a l a r 
C o r r e c t i o n F a c t o r f o r (0 v 0 + ) T r a n s i t i o n 
Neglecting the pseudovector interaction for reasons mentioned 
in the introduction we are left in this case with the tensor pseudo-
scalar mixture. The matrix element for the tensor-pseudoscalar 
mixture can be written in the form 
<H,> = — gs <a • L3> + i g5 <a • r L5 f (r, P)> + <a . V L5> (86) 
Using the general expressions (64), (65), (72), (85) and the more 
specified expressions given in the Appendix for the various terms 
in (86) we obtain 
<; • V L 5 > a = 0 = _L < ° A Ux Fx + gx Gx]) (87) 
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<a - r L, f (r, P)>A = 0=(- ) 1 (a . r [fx Fx + gx Gx] f (r, P)> 
«x • L3> /=0A=1 = R10 ( — * ) < ^ [fx Gx- gx Fx)> 
1 
471 
(87) 
a. r , 
V2j + 1 r 
The correction factor can be calculated now by means of the 
expressions (86), (21), (87), (72) and (85). If we introduce the quan-
tities 
g = g-o/g3 (88) 
and 
<o • r f (r, P)> 
r = — g — (89) 
(o • r ) 
the correction factor, in the approximation given on page (51) 
generalized to the relativistic interactions and expressed in terms 
of the quantities defined in (73) can be written: 
C = <732|<o • r> |2 {Ci + gc2 + rcs+ g F C4 + g2C3 + r 2 C 6 ) (90) 
where 
+ — q No - (q r0)2j 
= - M { 3" 9 [ ( W - V c ) + M ° ] f 1 - l l ( q T 0 ) 2 ] + T " * 
. j ~ ( W — Vc) L0 — P0 + 2 JVol j^l — + — V c ) Mo — Q o j 
- I M ° I 1 - 1 - ? F 1 - 1 R ° > 2 ] } ( 9 2 ) 
C3 = 2 |iV0 | 1 - -g-(qro)2 j + y L0 ^(qr,,)2 | _ r02 M 0 j 
(93) 
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c 1 f q 
w 13 L 
( W — V c ) M 0 — Qo 
] M 
2 M 0 + ( W — V c ) No — Rc 
(W —Vc) L0—P0 + 2 No 
(Q ro) 
(qr0)2 
1 -
f " 
( W — V f ) JVo + Ro 1 (<2 t"o)
s 
] -
(Q r«)21 
5 + 
t 
13 
Mo 4 -1 — — (q r, 
(q '•o)2 
q Wo 
19 
+ q No 1 
3 
h ^ f ] } 
i - 3 0 (q -oFi + 
(94) 
C 5 = 
2 q2 
3 
«2 
1 | 
4M2 | 
( W — V c ) 2 + 1) Mo — 2 ( W — V c ) Qo ! _ ( i . 1 " ^ 
3 
(W — Vc)No + R0 
13 
30 (q ^o)
2 LL q T 
9 
+ [ (W— 
(qrof1 
5 + 
Vc) 2 + 1) L 0 — 2 ( W — V c ) P 0 + 4 ( W — V c ) No— 4 R 0 + 4 M 0 
2 q 2 
2 Mo + ( W — V c ) No —Roj 
[ l — -|"(qn>)2] + y - q [ ( (W — Vc)2— 1))JV0— 2Q0 + 2 (W — Vc) M0J 
— — q 
9 y 
( W — V r ) Mo — Qo 
( W — V c ) L 0 — P 0 + 2 1 _ ^ r n ) 2 1 
5 
+ 
9 
Ce = Lo 
- q3W0 1 r - (q ro)2 
5 
_ ( q r f 
3 
— — q ro2 No. 
<5 
(95) 
(96) 
The neutrino wave function was calculated by means of the 
series expansion (35) retaining only the first two terms. The second 
term in this expansion is the finite wave length correction. This is 
usually a very small correction since the series expansion converges 
very rapidly, if the energy of the neutrino q (( 1/ro, i. e. up to 
about 10 MeV. 
The expressions (91) •— (96) are valid for both pure Coulomb 
field and modified Coulomb field. In the second case, one must 
only use the corrected quantities I / , M', etc., the correction being 
given by (74). 
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d) C o r r e c t i o n D u e t o t h e V a r i a t i o n o f t h e L e p t o n 
W a v e F u n c t i o n s o v e r t h e N u c l e u s 
In the usual treatment the variation of the lepton wave funct-
ions over the nucleus is only partly taken into account. This is a 
very good approximation for most purposes, except in the case 
of a small nuclear matrix element (ft-value much larger than 
normally). To show how this variation can be exactly taken into 
account, we will give an exemple. Let us consider the radial 
nuclear matrix element of the product of the lepton wave functions 
gx (r) and FKp (r). This matrix element may also contain a certain 
scalar function, like / (r, P) in the non-derivative part of the 
pseudoscalar interaction (80), which can be omitted here 
I <r> F* (r) | = | * ^ M t ^ 
g* fr0) r o " (r0) r ' 
(r0) (97) 
The ratios of the lepton wave functions which appear in (97), 
can be written in the form of a power series expansion [5] by 
means of (39), (42), (37) and (35). If the potential energy (38d) con-
tains only even powers of r the ratio for the electron wave function 
will also contain only even, powers of r, so that we can write 
g* (r) r — * (r) j s . 
g* (r o) To 
Y O H H , » ( W ) = 1. (98) 
n=0 
In all cases the influence of the neutrino wave function on 
the expansion (98) is negligible and consequently it has been 
neglected in our calculations. Inserting (98) into (97) and defining 
the new parameters 
2 " + 1 ~ (f | r'K+ i~"*\ «*>» ( 9 9 ) 
we obtain 
<t" g'K (r) Fk„ (r) | t'> = (100) 
= I + | T'> P ^ J [ 2 A K K Y N ( W ) A „ + 1 ] . 
The last factor in (100) represents the correction which is 
usually neglected. This case is obtained if we put i~2n + i = 1 This 
correction can be also written in a form which exhibits its energy 
dependence in a more explicit way 
n—0 
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^gxy.„r< (W) A n + l = ^ b; *„ r W" 
n i = 0 
with 
tx Kj/ m == ^ Qh x,, nm 1-
(101) 
(101a) 
The correction factor C/;, corrected for the variation of the 
lepton wave functions, can be obtained directly from the expression 
for the correction factor without the correction introduced here, 
by the substitutions 
L' 
M'-
N' -
L" + P" 
M" + Q" 
• N" + R" 
P' 
Q' 
R'-
P'" + L'" 
Q'" + M" 
R'" + N'" 
(102) 
where 
M" = CM M', etc. 
M'" = Cq M', etc. 
(103) 
(103a) 
L" = CL L', 
V" = CP L', 
with the factors CL, CM etc. in the form 
CL = fL (1 + ffLW + yLWa + .. .), etc. 
and with ft, fii, yi, etc. not depending on W. These quantities can 
be easily calculated by means of (101). 
In case of a mixture of different couplings one must bear in 
mind that there will be as many different r^n* 1 as there are dif-
ferent couplings. 
e) N u m e r i c a l R e s u l t s f o r t h e Ho 1 6 6 
T r a n s i t i o n 
E r 1GG 
We sumarize here the results of our computations for the case 
of the Ho166 Er16G (0 > 0 +) transition. 
7 1 = U 
n=J 
0 1 2 3 t W-1 
Fig. 5c. 
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Fig. 1. represents the customary Fermi plot for the pure tensor 
interaction, including finite size correction, with ro = a/2 A1'3 (full 
line), respectively r'0 = 0.8 r0 (dashed line). Its deviation from a 
straight line is very pronounced1 and outside the experimental 
error. This means that it is impossible to explain the experimental 
spectrum without taking into account either additional corrections 
or other couplings. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. shows the finite size corrections (74) for ro = a/2 A1'3 
(full lines), respectively r'o = 0.8 ro (dashed lines), and the parabolic 
charge distribution with = 1 + e = 105. The electron wave 
e (°) 
functions inside the nucleus were calculated using the expressions 
(42), (43), (39a) and assuming The wave functions, themsel-
ves, are presented in the Appendix. To explain the straight spectrum 
and the large ft-value we have introduced the tensor-pseudoscalar 
mixture (86) which gives the correction factor (90) and leads to the 
destructive interference for r 10 and g z u l . We were not able 
to obtain straight spectrum in this domain of T even allowing values 
of g as large as 15. Larger values of g do not seem very plausible 
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and would also spoil the spectrum shape of the allowed transitions 
[8].* The general behaviour of the Fermi plot in this case is more 
or less pathological because the minimum of the correction factor 
is extremely small and inside the energy region of the electron. 
In such cases destructive interference cannot give an allowed 
* Note added in proof. Two similar cases, namely, Pr144 -»- Nd144 
and T131,6 -> Pb 206 transitions have been classified and analyzed as 
(0 0 +) transition by Z y r j a n o v a . (The Sixth Conference on 
Nuclear Spectroscopy, Moscow 26th January 1956.) Neglecting the second 
term in (86) she was able to obtain an approximately allowed shape for 
the ratio of the coupling constants g 114 and 103, respectively (Pri-
vate communication from Prof. L. A. Sliv). Our corresponding value 
computed by L. S i p s and D. T a d i c would be of the same order 
of magnitude. These values seem to be rather large to be accepted. 
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Fig. 3b. 
spectrum shape. So we went investigating the second possibility: 
the case of a small matrix element.; Here the correction due to the 
variation of the lepton wave functions inside the nucleus may be 
important and we assumed that this is the case. Under this asumpt-
ion we were able to obtain both the straight spectrum and the 
large f t-value. The parameters involved here are the 7"s as defined 
in (99), i. e. 
r <f\" 
1 2n + l = — ~ 
• X2" |*> _ <T" \RX2N\ T> 
r 2«+1 = 
if \ o • r | i> 
(f | r x2" f (r, P)|i> 
9 — J— = — 9 
< R " | r | T ' > 
(T" | x2" rj(r, P) | t') 
(104a) 
(104b) 
(f\a -r\i) (z"\r\ t'> 
For r2 n +1 = r 2n + i = 1 the correction due to the variation of the 
lepton wave functions is zero. Oh the other hand, the series (98) 
converges so rapidly that only a few first r's can be important. 
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Since by definition I\ — J"i = 1, we assumed that it is l .i and 
r '3 which are important, neglecting the influence of higher /".?• 
The contribution of the derivative part of the pseudoscalar coupling 
was neglected because it might represent only a very small cor-
rection. Therefore, the parameters at our disposal were / j H ' s , 
and we performed the computation of the quantities which appear 
in (103a) over a wide range of these parameters. Only terms up to 
W"2 were taken into account. The results are presented in Figs. 
3. a, b, c for square-terms (J3 should be read J"3 for the square-
pseudoscalar term) and in Figs. 4. a, b, c, d, e, f, g for cross-terms. 
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Fig. 4b. 
Fig. 4c. 
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Fig. 4d. 
Fig. 5c. 
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Fig. 4f. 
Fig. 4g. 
The maximum variation of the correction factor 
r c ( W o ) — c ( W ) i 
c W - J - l ) 
is given as a function of our parameters in Figs. 5. a, b, c. From 
these figures one can conclude that the most critical of the para-
meters is r 3 , its lowest acceptable value being Fa ps 6. The dif-
ferent values of F's change slightly the value of F-3 for which the 
variation AC < 6°/o, but effects the value of F rather seriously. 
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AC •*> 
/ rs=3 ^ ^ 
50 
[IZZTO -
J 2 — — R 
-10 L - 5 0 J - 10 
-10 
Fig. 5a. 
Fig. 5b. 
Fig. 5c. 
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r ' s < 0 decreases slightly the lowest acceptable / Y The effect of 
7":i > 0 is the opposite. The radius of nuclear charge distribution 
was taken as r0 = all A1/3. The alternative value r o = 0 8 ro was 
taken to determine the influence of the radius on the correction 
factor. It has been found that the influence is negligible in the 
interesting region r3 > 6. 
It seems that in this way it is possible to explain the experi-
mental findings on Ho166 -> Er1(i(i under the assumption of a small 
matrix element. The small value of the nuclear matrix elements 
can be obtained when the wave function is a linear combination 
of several terms. The reductions obtained in this way are rather 
moderate, i. e. not larger than 102. More drastic reduction is 
obtained in the case of destructive interference inside the matrix 
element (the case of C14, private communication from Dr. B. H. 
F l o w e r s ) . Which of these two possibilities is realized in our case 
is to be settled by further investigations. The simplest possibility 
would be to try to set up wave functions for two' particles moving 
in a spheroidal harmonic potential well with some appropriate 
coupling between the particles. That would lead to a calculation 
similar to that of N i l s s o n , M o s z k o w s k i and G o t t f r i e d 
[30] but generalized to the case of two particles in a deformed 
potential. 
Appendix 
The expressions necessary to evaluate the correction factor for 
the tensor pseudoscalar mixture for a (0 *• 0 + ) transition are 
given here. The numbers refer to the general expressions in the 
text. 
The wave functions for neutrino, for %„ = ± 1, are 
' . -« [ * -¥ + •-]• + 
+ + 
G i » — F - i , G ' i = — F ' _ i , (37A) 
G_i = Fi, G ' - i = F'i. 
Below are listed the electron wave functions inside the nucleus 
for x = ± 1 and the potential energy (40) in the form V = V0 + 
+ V2 x2 + V4 x4. The error is less than 0'5%o for W < 5, x <, 1, 
ro <1 2 X 10-2 and | e | ^ 0 05. 
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/i® = x 
+ 
( - ^ M M ^ ) - K M 
2 W W V2r0 2 — - VoV2ro2 + 
15 120 30 
x3 + 
W + 
V02r«'4 ; 
+ W 2 
20 x
5 + - r ' r ° - + - 4 - V0 3V2r0 4 — VoV/.ro2) + 
30 315 63 1 
+ \ 105 V,J
2 V2ro4 + A V4ro2 j W + VtlV2r0' 
\105 
+ 29 3~780 V0
2V2 2r0 4 - ~ V 2 V 4 ro 2 j + ( - - 29-- V0V2 2r0 4 1890 
1 
' j W2 j x7 
l j w j x9 
16 
7425 Vo V2
3 To4 X 1 1 + . . . 
+ 
.9 + 
(42A) 
9lW = 
[ ( " ^ • v M T ) 
W 
+ Vo
3 ro3 V02r03 V0r03 
+ 
30 
H ? ) - + ( - i) 
30 30 ( -
W 3 
+ 
x4 + 
V02r„3 V„ro3 
10 " 15 
7 _ Y 2 I2 
A 5 
rjt\ 
5 ) 
+ 
W + 
V 4 r 0 
7 0 - V o 2 V 2 r o 3 - ? 
840 
VoVgr0« _ Vp5 rp' 
42 
J 3 
70 
V22 T"03 
\ 70 84 J ( 
53 
135 22480 
Vo4V2ro5 
x« + 
H -
/ 31 T 7 „ T 7 VoV22ro3 
— v u 2 v 4 n r + — — 
1134 54 
31 T7 Tr , V22r03 , 53 — V0V4ro3 — + ^ 
Vo3 V2 r05 x 8 \ 990 330 540 ) 
/ Vp2 V22 To5 ' 
( 180 
W x10 + . . . 
/W-1 and g('~> -1 are obtained from g®i, respectively f('h, by chan-
ging Vi-> — Vi and W - > — W. 
Ro ( ± * , ± x) = (—)' + * y/2 j + 1 = — Ro ( + X, + x) (57A) 
R i o ( ± x , + x) = (—)-'/» + ? + z + h V T [ ( 2 1 ± X + 1) (21+* + 1) • ' 
1 1 
(2j - f - l)]'/»(l_* 0 1+k 0 | l±K l^x 10) 2 2 
l± H l-i K ] 
Rio (— *) = — Rio (*, — *); Rio (— 1,1) = — V2 
(59A) 
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j j o 
l - « I , 1 
I t ' 
V3 (2 j + l j 
W (j j l±x Z±x | 0 y ) = — 
= ( — ) — 1 ' / . + ' + « + / 
i l l 
2 2 
I * j 
y j u * 
0 liH j 
i 
V ( 2 j + 1 ) ( 2 I + . + 1 ) 
(62A) 
(63A) 
T»01= — - - — 4?i r 
(ijui — ^ luoo) = (—)'-" i 
V 21 + 1 
/ I I 0 \ 
(67 A) 
(70A) 
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IZRACUNAVANJE KOREKCIJA ZA ANALIZU /JSFEKTARA I NJIHOVA 
PRIMJENA NA Ho"* 
G. A l a g a i B. J a k s i c , Z a g r e b 
Sadrzaj 
Sluzeci se analogijom sa teorijom elektromagnetskog zracenja, 
E. F e r m i [9] je prvi formulirao teoriju beta radioaktivnog raspa-
da. On je pretpostavio da je vjerojatnost beta procesa proporcional-
na vjerojatnosti prisustva svih cestica na istom mjestu. Za uza-
jamno djelovanje on uzima skalarni produkt od dva polarna vektora 
izgradena od kvantiziraniih polja nukleona i leptona. Jacinu uza-
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jamnog djelovanja mjeri konstanta g$ koja igra istu ulogu kao 
naboj u teoriji elektromagnetskog zracenja. Poznato je da su beta 
procesi sporiji od elektromagnetiskih, pa ce konstanta gp biti manja 
od naboj a »e« mjerena u istom mjerilu. Uzajamno djelovanje polja 
lakih i teskih cestica (1) moze se stoga tretirati kao mala smetnja 
i prijelazna vjerojatnost racunati racunom smetnje (6). 
Ovako formulirana teorija lijepo je objasnjavala opce crte beta 
procesa, kao sto su polovicno trajanje i oblik beta spektra. Te 
karakteristike su uglavnom dane sa brojem konacnih stanja za slu-
caj raspada na tri cestice i velicinom matricnog elementa, pa spe-
cificnost uzajamnog djelovanja ne dolazi u obzir. 
Detaljnija analiza experimentalnih podataka je pokazala da je 
teoriju nuzno prosiriti [11]. Pored vektorskog vezanja uvedena su 
i ostala vezanja, koja je moguce naciniti od dva spinora. To su: 
skalarno, vektorsko, tenzorsko, pseudovektorsko i pseudoskalarno. 
Nazivi su prema: transformacionim svojstvima ovih velicina s obzi-
rom na Lorentzovu transformaciju (2a—2e). 
Problem je sada naici oniu linearnu kombinaciju ovih 5 vezanja, 
koja ce protumaciti sve eksperimentalne nalaze o beta spektrima, 
o polovicnom trajanju i angularnim korelacijama elektrona i 
neutrina. 
Godina 1949 bila je ustvari godina velikog napretka u ekspe-
rimentaLnoj tehnici, tako da je od tada pa do danas sakupljen zna-
tan dio dragocjenog materijala za beta radioaktivno raspadanje 
[6], Analizom materijala nadeno je, da je moguce uskladiti eksperi-
mentalne nalaze [13] sa pretpostavkom, da skalarno i tenzorsko ve-
zanje podjednako ucestvuju, dok pseudovektorsko i vektorsko uce-
stvuje sa 1—3°/o odnosno 15%, a o pseudoskalarnom vezanju nije 
bilo nikakvih direktnih podataka. Mozemo mozda napomenuti, da 
se ucesce pseudovektorskog vezanja moze iskljuciti dok se, izgleda, 
vektorsko ne moze [13]. Relativni predznak izmedu tenzorskog i 
skalarnog vezanja, izgleda, da je zasada jos neutvrden [14], 
Postoje, naime, izvjesne indikacije, da se veoma brzi prijelazi 
tipa (0——>• 0 + ) mogu protumaciti pomocu konstruktivne interfe-
rence tenzorskog i pseudoskalarmog vezanja. Spektri ovih prijelaza 
su nepoznati. Ista ta mjesavina je odgovorna i za prijelaz Ho188 -> 
-> Er166, koji, izgleda, da ima po prilici dozvoljen spektar [2] i koji 
je prema prije pomenutim prijelazima znatno usporen. 
Svrha ovog clamka je da se pokusa objasniti ova konrtradiktorna 
situacija. 
Mi smo pokusali naci rjesenje pomocu dvije pretpostavke: a) 
destruktivne interference [3] izmedu tenzorskog i pseudoskalarnog 
vezanja i, b) da je uobicajeni tenzorski matricni element veoma mali. 
U II je dana opca formulacija beta teorije, a sva moguca veza-
nja leptonskog i nukleonskog polja dana su sa (2a)—(2e). Prelazeci 
u konfiguracioni prostor za nukleone i tvoreci matricni element za 
leptone, dobivamo operator smetnje (5) pomocu koga je dana pri-
jelazna vjerojatnost u jedinici vremena (6). 
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U III se razmatraju rjesenja Diracove jednadzbe za leptone za 
cenitralno simetricne potencijale (8). Za matrice a , ft je uzeta Dira-
cova reprezentacija (8a). Definirajuci operatore (11) i (13) moze se 
Hamiltonov operator pisati u obliku (15) i traziti rjesenja problems 
(16a, b, c) za kontinuirani spektar W > 1. Definirajuci angularni 
dio rjesenja (16d) pomocu (17a, b, c), odnosno (20), dobivamo kao 
rjesenje (18) sa radijalnim jednadzbama (21a, b). U Ilia) je dano 
rjesenje tog sistema za cisto Coulombovo polje (22). Uvodeci novu 
funkciju a* i (23), dolazi se na sistem (24), cije se regularno rje-
senje, uz definicije (25) i (27), moze pisati u obliku (28). Normira-
njem rjesenja na (30a) dobiva se rjesenje za radijalne funkcije u 
obliku (30). U mniogim slucajevima je zgodnije rjesavati sistem (21) 
direktno pomocu redova (31), ciji su koeficijenti odredeni rekur-
zionim formulama (32) i faktorima normiranja (33). Slucaj slo-
bodnih cestica razmatran je u Illb). Rjesenje je dano pomocu sfe-
ricnih Besselovih funkcija (35) u obliku (36), odnosno (37). U IIIc) 
se razmatraju rjesenja za modificirano Coulombovo polje (38). Unu-
tarnje i vanjsko- rjesenje spojeno je na rubu jezgre r = ro (39). 
Normirano rjesenje dobiva se pomocu (40), (41), (39a). Unutrasnje 
rjesenje je dano za potencijalnu energiju (40) opcenito u obliku 
(42), (43). 
U IV je razmatrana F o l d y - W o u t h u y s e n ova trans-
formacija, pomocu koje se relativisticke valne funkcije za nukleone 
dobivaju u nerelativistickom obliku kao razvoj po (v/c)n. Defini-
ramo li transformaciju pomocu (44) i (48), dobivamo Hamiltonovu 
funkciju (47) transformiranu u (49) sa neparnim dijelom viseg reda 
u (v/c). Uzastopnom primjenom ovakve transformacije moze se eli-
minirati neparni dio Hamiltonove funkcije do bilo kojeg reda 
(v/c)n. Za nas slucaj je dovoljno uzeti transformaciju (49). 
Dio V sadrzi saim racun beta spektra. Pomocu definiicije korek-
cionog faktora (52) i F e r m i j e v e funkcije (53) dobivamo za vjero-
jatnost prelaza (51a). Slijedi racun leptonskih matricnih elemenata 
(54), (54a), sluzeci se R a c a hovom algebrom. Kao rezultat dobi-
vamo (64) i (65). Uvodeci definicije (66), (67), (68) i (69) separirali 
smo nuklearni matricni element na angularni i radijalni dio i dobili 
za tenzorski faktor korekcije (72). Uz uobicajenu aproksimaciju 
korekcioni faktori se mogu izraziti velicinama (73j. 
U Va) se tretiraju relativisticki djelovi vezanja pomocu F o l d y -
W o u t h u ysenove transformacije (49) za nukleon u statistickom po-
tencijalu. Transformacija nukleonskih operatora je dana formulom 
(75) u opcem obliku, a za pojedina vezanja formulama (76), (77), (78) 
i (79). Pseudoskalarno vezanje, za razliku od ostalih, u nerelativi-
stickoj aproksimaciji ne sadrzava clana bez derivacije leptonskih 
funkcija ili bez nuklearnih potencijala ili njihovih derivacija, pa 
je stoga veoma osjetljivo na karakter potencijala. Izraz (79) moze se 
opcenito pisati u obliku (80), ako se zanemari zadnji clan u (79). 
U Vb) se razmatra metoda za racunanje faktora korekcije onih 
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vezanja, koja u nerelativistickoj aproksimaciji sadrze derivacije 
leptonskih funkcija. Kao primjer smo pokazali racun faktora korek-
cije za prvi dio matrickog elementa (80). Rezultat je dan u (85). 
U Vc) je izvrsena specijalizacija opcih formula (86) za slucaj 
(0— 0 + ) prelaza (87). Definirajuci parametre (88) i (89), korek-
cioni faktor poprima oblik (90) sa (91)—(96). Neutrinska valna funk-
cija je racunata pomocu razvoja (35), uzevsi u obzir samo prva dva 
clana, gdje drugi clan daje tzv. korekciju zbog konacne valne du-
zine. Ta je korekcija do bra sve do 10 MeV. Formule (91)—(96) vri-
jede, kako za slucaj cistog, tako i za slucaj modificiranog Coulom-
bovog polja, samo sto velicine (73) treba zamijeniti sa velicinama 
korigiranima za (74). Jedino sto je zanemareno je korekcija koja 
potjece od varijacije leptonskih funkcija po podrucju jezgre. Ta 
je korekcija razmatrana u Vd) . Ispravan postupak, koji uzima u 
obzir i varijaciju leptonskih funkcija preko jezgre je ilustriran 
primjerom (97) sa razvojem leptonskih funkcija (98). Taj se razvoj 
dobije pomocu formula (42) i (43), a za razmatrani slucaj (0 + ) 
prijelaza dan je u dodatku. Definirajuci omjere matricnih eleme-
nata kao nove parametre (99) moze se korekcija pisati u obliku 
(100), (101), (101a). Formalno se svodi na zamjenu velicina (73), kori-
giranih za (74), novim velicinama (103), prema uputi (102). Korek-
cija se svodi na numericko racunanje velicina (103a). U V e) 
su sumirani rezultati numerickih racuna za prijelaz Ho186 Er166. 
Cisto tenzorsko vezanje, korigirano i za (74) nije bilo u stanju pro-
tumaciti ravan Fermijev dijagram, kao sto se vidi iz SI. 1. Na SI. 2 
dane su korekcije (74) za ro = a/2 AVs i r o = 0 8 rn uz parabolicki 
oblik gustoce naboja sa q(ro) / g (0) = 1 + e = 105. Destruktivna 
interferencija tenzorskog i pseudoskalarnog vezanja, T 10, daje 
patoloske oblike spektra i nije u mogucnosti da objasni eksperi-
mentalne nalaze. Zato smo presli na detaljnije ispitivanje druge 
mogucnosti, t. j. slucaja malog tenzorskog matricnog elementa. Tu 
korekcija, koju smo uveli u V d), igra dominantnu ulogu. Za mje-
savinu tenzora i pseudoskalara imacemo nove parametre (104a) i 
(104 b) od kojih su mjerodavni samo Fa i T'i. SI. 3. i SI. 4. prikazuje 
velicine u (103a), a SI. 5. ovisnost maksimalne varijacije korekcionog 
faktora preko citavog podrucja energije u ovisnosti o parametrima 
r, Ft, F'3. Kako se sa slike vidi, moguce je uvijek dobiti maleni 
AC, recimo AC < 6%>, ako se uzme F.s 6. Ostala dva parametra 
nisu tako kriticna i nemoguce ih je za sada jednoznacno odrediti. 
Prema tome alternativa malog tenzorskog matricnog elementa 
objasnjava oba eksperimentalna nalaza za prijelaz Ho166 ^ Er166. 
Bitnu ulogu pri tome igrala je korekcija uveden u V d) kojom se 
egzaktno uzima u obzir varijacija leptonskih funkcija na podrucju 
jezgre. 
U Dodatku su slozene neke formule, koje su sluzile za izracu-
navanje korekcionih faktora i korekcija. 
(Primljeno 20. X. 1956.) 


